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CARLISLE SHOPPING CENTRE LIMITED 

SECTION 53, WILDLIFE AND COUNTRYSIDE ACT 1981 

SUBMISSION TO COUNTY COUNCIL IN RESPONSE TO THE PROPOSED PUBLIC 
FOOTPATHS AT THE LANES SHOPPING CENTRE  

 

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

1.1 These are the written representations of Carlisle Shopping Centre Limited in response to the letter 
of Cumbria County Council (the “County Council”) dated 2 February 2018. 

1.2 We are the tenant of The Lanes Shopping Centre, Carlisle (the “Shopping Centre”), with the 
freehold being owned by Carlisle City Council (the “City Council”).  

1.3 An application was made on 23 August 2017 to the County Council for an Order to modify the 
Definitive Map of public rights of way by adding two sections of public footpath; namely Globe 
Lane and Grapes Lane within the Shopping Centre. The application is made pursuant to section 
53(3)(c)(i) of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. 

1.4 The County Council states that in order to negate a claim a landowner or objector needs to provide 
evidence that public rights have not been dedicated over the land. 

1.5 The County Council has provided a table identifying high level evidence of alleged usage of the 
proposed public footpaths. The County Council has confirmed that the 11 entries are from 11 
individuals and that the columns are the responses to support the application. This evidence 
alleges that the proposed rights of way have been exercised on foot in various frequencies for 
over 25 years and such use has been unchallenged (i.e. without interruption). We dispute this as 
the operator and tenant of the Shopping Centre, for the reasons set out below. The application to 
register Globe Lane and Grapes Lane should therefore be refused, as there are no grounds or 
evidence to support such a designation.  

1.6 Furthermore, it may seem that public opinion is in favour of the application. However, we have 
been asked by occupiers of the retail units and residential tenants of the Shopping Centre how 
they can provide their comments in support of the closure of The Lanes overnight. On this basis, 
it is not clear whether all of the retail and residential occupiers of the Shopping Centre were 
notified of the application at the outset. 

2. FACTORS IN ESTABLISHING A PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY 

2.1 A public footpath is a form of highway. The common law definition of a highway is a common 
route along which people can pass and re-pass as frequently as they wish, without hindrance and 
without charge. To be presumed at common law, the use must be as of right, and the highways 
must be open to all members of the public (and in the case of a footpath for use by the public on 
foot). Under section 31(1) of the Highways Act 1980, a way is presumed to be dedicated as a 
highway if both of the following apply: 

2.1.1 It has been actually enjoyed by the public as of right, and without interruption, for 20 
years. 

2.1.2 It is not of such a character that public use cannot give rise to a common law 
presumption of dedication. 
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2.2 This presumption applies unless there is sufficient evidence that there was no intention during the 
20 year period to dedicate it. The 20 year period is counted backwards from the date that the use 
of the land is questioned (which in this case would count 20 years back from August 2017 when 
the application was made, i.e. until August 1997).  

2.3 The common law presumption can be rebutted by demonstrating that the landowner had no 
intention of dedicating the land to the public.  

2.4 We set out below our submissions as to why none of the criteria above have been demonstrated, 
and will not be capable of being demonstrated at any time in the future.  

3. USE OF THE LANES AS OF RIGHT 

3.1 Use "as of right" means use without force, secrecy or permission (see case R v Oxfordshire County 
Council, ex parte Sunningwell [1999] UKHL 28). All three criteria must be met for the use to be 
“as of right” There is nothing to suggest that any parties have been using The Lanes secretly or 
by force, but they have been given permission. Although this is contrary to the responses provided 
by the relevant individuals in the user evidence table provided to us by the County Council (as 
they have stated that permission was not given), it is likely that these individuals were not aware 
of the existence of the Walkways Agreements in place at the Shopping Centre.   

3.2 These Walkway Agreements were in place from 28 June 1985 until 16 August 2017. Furthermore 
we understand that, in principle, the City Council would be willing to open negotiations with us 
and the County Council to enter into a further Walkways Agreement to permit public access along 
the routes. 

3.3 Alongside our Lease of the Shopping Centre, the Walkways Agreements we have entered into 
make it clear that The Lanes are in fact open to the public subject to the terms on which those 
agreements were granted. The agreements were capable of being terminated, lasted for a fixed 
period and governed the use of The Lanes for that period (at which point it was made clear that 
the land would revert back to being a private walkway, not dedicated for public use). 

3.4 In addition, the agreements expressly provided for the ability for the walkways to be closed from 
time to time for the purposes of maintenance, repair or otherwise in connection with works carried 
out at the Shopping Centre; in order to prevent public or private rights of way from being acquired; 
or in the interests of safety or security.  

3.5 A walkway is a type of path which passes through a building and is created by agreement with 
the landowner, most commonly used in shopping centres because the parties require the walkways 
to be able to be closed at night. There is therefore no argument to be made that the use by any 
individuals or groups of individuals was “as of right” at any time, and certainly not for 20 years. 
Even if there was (which is disputed), this use was limited in accordance with the terms of the 
Walkways Agreement and allowed for closures, meaning that any public use which can be 
established is also subject to those limitations and closure rights. 

3.6 Unlike a footpath, over which the public right of way on foot is unrestricted, a walkway is by its 
very nature limited or conditional. The fact that the agreements also grant a right to close the 
Shopping Centre to prevent rights of way from being acquired also evidences that the City Council 
(as landowner) did not have any intention to dedicate The Lanes as unrestricted public footpaths.  

4. USE OF THE LANES WITHOUT INTERRUPTION 

4.1 Any interrupted use would therefore have to be established since the Shopping Centre was 
constructed and extended. For the purposes of section 31 of the Highways Act 1980, interruption 
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of the public's enjoyment of the way occurs where there is interference amounting to physical and 
actual interruption, which prevents enjoyment of the way.  

4.2 Records suggest that between 1700 and 1850, the site of the Shopping Centre comprised a housing 
complex. The current route of Grapes Lane closely follows the site of the old Grapes Lane. The 
Shopping Centre opened in November 1984 and was extended in 2000.  

4.3 The photographs appended at Annexure 1 identify old lanes that open onto English Street or 
Scotch Street but do not cross to Lowther Street as they were blocked during the development of 
the Shopping Centre in the early 1980s. We understand that as part of both the original 
development and later extension works, and aside from a small slither which does still remain in 
public use, any parts of The Lanes which had been public footpaths up to that time were formally 
stopped up using the appropriate statutory procedure. Furthermore the plan of existing public 
rights of way does only identify a limited number of routes remaining. 

4.4 Any use without interruption must therefore be shown since those stoppings up to be effective 
evidence as to re-dedication as highway.  

4.5 Since the Shopping Centre became operational, we have closed it and The Lanes for various 
purposes, particularly overnight and in line with the terms of the Walkways Agreements. We have 
provided examples below although we note that this is not an exhaustive list: 

4.6 Redecoration and refurbishment of The Lanes: January to March 2004 

4.6.1 The Shopping Centre was closed overnight during a programme of redecoration and 
refurbishment of Centre Square back in 2004. This was documented in the minutes of a 
specific redecoration meeting held at the Shopping Centre on 7 January 2004. A copy 
of those minutes are appended at Annexure 2.  

4.6.2 The minutes indicated that the closure would be effective from 26 January to 31 March 
2004. Copies of the notices used to redirect the public to other entrances while the works 
were being carried out are appended at Annexure 3 and CCTV images showing 
scaffolding blocking Globe Lane during this period are appended at Annexure 4. 
Communication also took place with David Atkinson and Willie McCreadie, Property 
Services Manager and senior monitoring officer at the City Council respectively, 
confirming the temporary closure of Centre Square which is at the mid-point of Grapes 
Lane as detailed at Annexure 5. 

4.6.3 A press release was also issued, which stated that the work would commence on 26 
January 2004 (with scaffolding to be erected from 15 January 2004) and complete by 
the end of March 2004. It stated that during this time the malls would be closed for 
Health & Safety reasons between the hours of 6.00pm and 8.00am. A copy of the press 
release is appended at Annexure 6. 

4.7 Closure for the annual fire show 

4.7.1 As far as David Jackson, the Commercial Director of Carlisle Shopping Centre Limited, 
is aware the Shopping Centre has been closed overnight on the evening of each annual 
fire show for the past 8 to 10 years to prevent attendees from walking their muddy boots 
through the Shopping Centre after the event. The dates of the annual fire show are 
usually held on the closest Saturday to 5 November. Annexure 7 also identifies Heras 
fencing in use on 2 November 2013 on Globe Lane on the evening of the fire show, 
which was subject to vandalism.  
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4.8 Installation and removal of Christmas decorations 

4.8.1 Each year the Shopping Centre is closed to allow for the safe installation and removal 
of Christmas decoration schemes. The installation is normally carried out over two 
evenings in either late October or early November. The removal is carried out over one 
or two evenings in the first week of January; around 4 to 6 January each year.  

4.8.2 We do not have photographic evidence in this respect but this practice has been carried 
out for a number of years; at least 6 years as far as David Jackson is aware. This action 
was taken to bolster health and safety following risk assessments. 

4.9 Grapes Lane/Centre Square 

4.9.1 Following the purchase of the Shopping Centre by F&C Reit in December 2012, a 
redesign of Centre Square took place during September/October 2013. This included 
the installation of shutters at Grapes Lane East and West and New Lane North for two 
reasons:  

(a) to protect the new investment in the area; and 

(b) to stop the anti-social behaviour that was taking place in the evenings in this 
area once the retail stores had closed.  

4.9.2 The Shopping Centre did not receive any complaints in relation to this closure of Grapes 
Lane nor has it received any to date. Furthermore the City Council has been notified of 
out of hours closure of The Lanes due to instances of anti-social behaviour in October 
2017 as evidenced by the email from David Jackson to Christopher Hardman appended 
at Annexure 8.   

4.10 All mall areas 

4.10.1 The Shopping Centre operates an evening cleaning regime on Monday to Friday every 
week between the hours of 7.00pm to 11.00pm. During this time, routine tasks are 
complete. However, periodically (every 2 to 3 months) The Lanes are pressure washed. 
When this takes place, The Lanes are closed to the public by use of portable barriers 
and signage but more recently the shutters on Grapes Lane and Globe Lane have been 
used. This practise has been in operation for over 10 years.  

4.10.2 Prior to this, The Lanes’ cleaning regime was to pressure wash a section of mall every 
evening Monday to Friday from approximately 8.00pm to 4.00am. David Jackson 
believes that this regime probably dates back to when the centre opened in 1985. A 
statement from an existing long-term employee is appended at Annexure 9 and outlines 
the historic cleaning regime at the Shopping Centre. We are in the process of obtaining 
a further short statement from a previous employee who worked at the centre at this 
time, detailing this practice including the relevant time period that it was carried out. 
We will provide this to the County Council once it is available.  

4.11 Globe Lane 

4.11.1 Shutters were installed on Globe Lane in late October/early November 2016 and have 
since been used on approximately 20 occasions for various health and safety reasons 
including: 

(a) Christmas decorations install/take down, as a response to anti-social 
behaviour/staff protection; 
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(b) Roof inspections can only be carried out when the mall below is completely 
clear of people for reasons of safety for the general public. 

4.12 As is evidenced by these closures, there has been a clear pattern of management of the walkways 
in accordance with the use and operation of the Shopping Centre. These closures have been 
obvious and frequent, so are also effective to communicate to the public that there was no 
intention to dedicate The Lanes as a highway.  

4.13 Furthermore, as a result of the Walkways Agreements being in place, The Lanes are also such 
that even if continual public use was established, it could not give rise to a common law 
presumption of dedication in any event. Therefore the application to register the Globe Lane and 
Grapes Lane as public rights of way should be refused, as the criteria to support such a designation 
has not been met. 

5. USE OF THE LANES BY THE PUBLIC 

5.1 A right of passage must be dedicated to the public at large. It cannot be dedicated to a limited 
group. We have not had sight of any detailed or substantive evidence from the applicant to make 
it clear when and how The Lanes are actually used, how frequently and by whom. Even the table 
of user evidence only shows a small number of individuals, some of whom have used The Lanes 
occasionally over a long period.  

5.2 Our view (backed up by the lack of complaint over the regular closures detailed above) is that 
The Lanes are used rarely, and by a limited number of parties who neither represent the overall 
“public” nor use The Lanes in a linear, recognisable pattern. We have gathered evidence from our 
own records as follows:  

5.3 Evidence from Shoppertrak Portal  

5.3.1 The ShopperTrak Portal is an independent nationally recognised footfall counting 
system operated by a third party and it provides owners of retail premises with footfall 
information. It was first installed in early 2001. It provides the Shopping Centre with 
statistics on customer traffic (customer entries) by hour/day/week/month/year for the 
whole of the Shopping Centre via cameras at each entrance and is used by the Shopping 
Centre as a means of validating footfall trends. It also provides traffic flows data inside 
the Shopping Centre using internal cameras. The statistical data is provided directly 
from ShopperTrak. 

5.3.2 Annexure 10 provides annual footfall information in relation to Grapes Lane and Globe 
Lane for the period 2015 to 2018 (with 2018 covering January and February only). The 
information is presented in tabular and graph format and represents the raw data 
obtained from the ShopperTrak Portal. The data relates to entries into the Shopping 
Centre via the specified access points on Grapes Lane and Globe Lane and is provided 
on an hourly basis. The first data sheet includes statistics for both Globe Lane and 
Grapes Lane, whilst the second and third data sheets relate to the Globe Lane and Grapes 
Lane respectively.  

5.3.3 Data for Globe Lane is shown across all hourly bands because these accesses were open 
for the majority of 2015 to 2018. However, Grapes Lane does not have such complete 
data because those accesses have been closed off each evening between 7:00pm and 
7:00am since approximately October 2013. Please also note that the figures include the 
late night shopping activity primarily on the 6 Thursdays prior to Christmas and 
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therefore the figures after 7:00pm include a period of time when shops were open until 
9:00pm. 

5.3.4 The figure recorded for a particular hour within a specified year for each access point 
represents the total number of people that have entered the Shopping Centre via that 
access across the entire year. Therefore in order to establish the daily average, each 
figure would need to be divided by 365. For example, the daily average number of 
people entering the Shopping Centre through Globe Lane Outer GF W between 
11:00pm and 12:00am in 2017 was 1.21. 

5.3.5 We have set out below a sample of the daily average number of people that have entered 
through the Globe Lane entrances between 2015 and 2017 at various times during the 
day. We have not included the year 2018 on the basis that only the months of January 
and February have been included within the statistical data. 

 

Year Time Globe Lane Outer GF E Globe Lane Outer GF W 

2015 00:00:00 0.61 (223/365) 1.18 (432/365) 

04:00:00 0.93 (341/365) 0.76 (279/365) 

07:00:00 39.42 (14387/365) 29.17 (10631/365) 

13:00:00 401.12 (146408/365) 729.88 (266407/365 ) 

19:00:00 23.78 (8681/365) 38.05 (13890/365) 

2016 00:00:00 1.68 (612/365) 0.85 (309/365) 

04:00:00 1 (364/365) 0.57 (208/365) 

07:00:00 30.95 (11296/365) 30.73 (11218/365) 

13:00:00 317.56 (115911/365) 764.48 (279037/365) 

19:00:00 22.22 (8110/365) 42.66 (15572/365) 

2017 00:00:00 1.05 (385/365) 0.61 (222/365) 

04:00:00 0.79 (290/365) 0.22 (81/365) 

07:00:00 31.79 (11603/365) 33.34 (12171/365) 

13:00:00 361.45 (131928/365) 735.16 (268334/365) 

19:00:00 30.50 (11131/365) 36.82 (13438/365) 

*Please note that the figures have been rounded to the nearest 2 decimal places.  
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5.3.6 Based on the information above, we suggest that the Globe Lane accesses are used 
infrequently out of retail hours and it cannot be established that they are used by the 
public at large. Therefore the application to register Globe Lane and Grapes Lane should 
be refused, as the criteria to support such a designation has not been met.  

 

27 April 2018. 
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ANNEXURE 1 

PHOTOGRAPHS OF HISTORIC LANES 
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ANNEXURE 2 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
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ANNEXURE 3 

NOTICES REDIRECTING THE PUBLIC 
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ANNEXURE 4 

CCTV IMAGES 
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ANNEXURE 5 

TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF CENTRE SQUARE 
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ANNEXURE 6 

PRESS RELEASE 
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ANNEXURE 7 

USE OF HERAS FENCING 
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ANNEXURE 8 

EMAIL REGARDING CLOSURE 

  



1

Hopwood, Grace

From: David Jackson <David@thelanesshopping.co.uk>
Sent: 13 March 2018 15:58
To: Hurst, Emma
Subject: FW: Anti Social Behaviour issues at the Lanes

Hi Emma 
 
Below is an example of the email correspondence with the city council regarding out of hours closure 
notification.  On this occasion it was as a result of an escalation in antisocial behaviour. I have others referring to 
cleaning/maintenance and Christmas decoration install. 
 
 
David Jackson 
Commercial Director  
 
DDI: + 44 (0) 1228 552976 
Mobile: + 44 (0) 7970 774408 
Centre Management Suite, The Lanes Shopping Centre, CARLISLE, CA3 8NX 
www.thelanesshopping.co.uk 
 
The Carlisle Shopping Centre is managed by BMO Real Estate Partners for and on behalf of the owners Carlisle Shopping Centre 
Ltd. 
 
 
 
 
This email and any attached files are confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended addressee, please 
notify the sender immediately and delete the message as well as any attachments. Any opinions presented in this email are 
solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of BMO Real Estate Partners. E-mail transmission is not 
guaranteed to be secure or error-free and could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late, be incomplete, or 
contain viruses. No liability is accepted for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-
mail transmission. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for viruses. All liability for any damage caused by 
any virus transmitted by this email is excluded to the fullest extent permitted by law. 
 
A part of BMO Financial Group 
 

 
 
Please consider our environmental footprint before printing this email 
 
From: David Jackson  
Sent: 25 October 2017 10:20 
To: 'Christopher Hardman' 
Cc: Mark Walshe; Kathryn Bird; Ian Proudfoot 
Subject: Anti Social Behaviour issues at the Lanes 
 
Chris, following our telephone conversation this morning I am writing to advise that due to an escalation in ASB in 
and around the shopping centre over the last few evenings we will be closing the centre down for 2/3 nights in an 
attempt to break the pattern. We have seen an escalation in evening ASB activity recently, probably due the 
evenings getting longer and a deterioration in the weather plus we had some incidents on Saturday 21st .in the 
afternoon with large groups of youths in the Scotch Street /Globe Lane area which the police attended. 
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The recent evening incidents are as follows:- 
 
Friday 20th October  at 19.10  - a large group of youths on Scotch Street opposite McDonalds setting off fireworks, 
some on bikes.  We understand that some were abusive to a pregnant female and also threw fireworks at her.  The 
police attended the situation. 
20.39 – large group of youths 15+ entered the shopping centre via the O2 entrance on Scotch Street – bikes, playing 
football with rubbish.  22.02 youths riding bikes in Peascod Lane. 
 
Tuesday 24th October at 18.35 – large group of youths on bikes 12+ gathering in the centre and riding through. 
Asked to leave but refused.  Some returned later at approx.. 21.00 – similar activity plus smoking and drinking 
alcohol.    Police or PCSO’s seen on CCTV talking to the group but left the area without removing the youths. 
 
 
I would also like to advise you that we will be closing the centre on Saturday evening of the 4th November to install 
our Christmas decoration scheme. 
 
Kind Regards 
 
David 
 
 
David Jackson 
Commercial Director  
 
DDI: + 44 (0) 1228 552976 
Mobile: + 44 (0) 7970 774408 
Centre Management Suite, The Lanes Shopping Centre, CARLISLE, CA3 8NX 
www.thelanesshopping.co.uk 
 
The Carlisle Shopping Centre is managed by BMO Real Estate Partners for and on behalf of the owners Carlisle Shopping Centre 
Ltd. 
 
 
 
 
This email and any attached files are confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended addressee, please 
notify the sender immediately and delete the message as well as any attachments. Any opinions presented in this email are 
solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of BMO Real Estate Partners. E-mail transmission is not 
guaranteed to be secure or error-free and could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late, be incomplete, or 
contain viruses. No liability is accepted for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-
mail transmission. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for viruses. All liability for any damage caused by 
any virus transmitted by this email is excluded to the fullest extent permitted by law. 
 
A part of BMO Financial Group 
 

 
 
Please consider our environmental footprint before printing this email 
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ANNEXURE 9 
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ANNEXURE 10 

 



Year Time
Grapes Lane 
Outer GF E

Grapes Lane 
Outer W

Globe Lane Outer 
GF E

Globe Lane Outer 
GF W

2015 00:00:00 3 1 223 432
2015 01:00:00 1 0 146 189
2015 02:00:00 0 1 147 157
2015 03:00:00 4 0 226 91
2015 04:00:00 17 4 341 279
2015 05:00:00 89 10 1769 969
2015 06:00:00 981 157 6806 4264
2015 07:00:00 8186 6725 14387 10631
2015 08:00:00 30713 42074 43847 55549
2015 09:00:00 69968 75716 70477 99102
2015 10:00:00 111933 131141 113411 165912
2015 11:00:00 127178 182297 127945 213676
2015 12:00:00 164077 223535 190292 279247
2015 13:00:00 152702 224789 146408 266407
2015 14:00:00 133704 211425 133889 242003
2015 15:00:00 120584 176693 138399 203198
2015 16:00:00 76150 123083 83513 147333
2015 17:00:00 33362 56489 38635 73345
2015 18:00:00 11612 14614 12655 22165
2015 19:00:00 5946 5580 8681 13890
2015 20:00:00 3651 2900 4921 9318
2015 21:00:00 1079 646 2432 4871
2015 22:00:00 63 101 1147 1766
2015 23:00:00 0 18 682 803
2016 00:00:00 63 2 612 309
2016 01:00:00 25 3 372 195
2016 02:00:00 12 2 496 214
2016 03:00:00 3 32 368 132
2016 04:00:00 4 5 364 208
2016 05:00:00 26 0 2115 1084
2016 06:00:00 869 292 6507 4011
2016 07:00:00 7506 6848 11296 11218
2016 08:00:00 24290 38122 30949 58848
2016 09:00:00 62032 81378 53551 92300
2016 10:00:00 100162 152806 87233 165020
2016 11:00:00 123036 216832 99466 218338
2016 12:00:00 161965 259105 149589 298355
2016 13:00:00 149816 258316 115911 279037
2016 14:00:00 131285 240011 103999 251125
2016 15:00:00 114229 191064 97848 207286
2016 16:00:00 74538 130048 56889 150012
2016 17:00:00 36447 55383 28235 73439
2016 18:00:00 12897 11835 11393 23714
2016 19:00:00 5916 4916 8110 15572
2016 20:00:00 1951 3362 5453 10690
2016 21:00:00 352 1085 3571 5021
2016 22:00:00 100 213 2191 1912
2016 23:00:00 50 84 1387 874
2017 00:00:00 58 8 385 222
2017 01:00:00 22 2 316 139
2017 02:00:00 24 5 576 126
2017 03:00:00 27 4 297 111
2017 04:00:00 52 1 290 81
2017 05:00:00 230 16 1819 610
2017 06:00:00 1055 382 5068 3148
2017 07:00:00 8428 6984 11603 12171
2017 08:00:00 23689 36655 41339 56560
2017 09:00:00 64276 66821 65012 84636
2017 10:00:00 102960 124864 106874 151178
2017 11:00:00 123967 180566 119588 205584
2017 12:00:00 154984 223169 183446 279930
2017 13:00:00 150327 226572 131928 268334
2017 14:00:00 132290 215504 119029 239684
2017 15:00:00 117650 174689 132865 197269
2017 16:00:00 81728 119059 80406 145238
2017 17:00:00 45056 54312 41979 72323
2017 18:00:00 18986 16503 17028 22424
2017 19:00:00 9743 5701 11131 13438
2017 20:00:00 5042 2774 7780 8546
2017 21:00:00 1447 608 5505 3450
2017 22:00:00 301 138 3143 1531
2017 23:00:00 61 17 1109 443
2018 00:00:00 5 3 112 57
2018 01:00:00 3 0 70 36
2018 02:00:00 3 0 109 27
2018 03:00:00 0 0 35 20
2018 04:00:00 9 0 57 21
2018 05:00:00 14 1 403 121
2018 06:00:00 72 50 980 487
2018 07:00:00 646 841 2407 2182
2018 08:00:00 2810 5580 5816 10174
2018 09:00:00 6865 8016 8659 13122
2018 10:00:00 11588 14013 14442 22307
2018 11:00:00 14420 21166 16346 31105
2018 12:00:00 18108 26556 26456 44573
2018 13:00:00 17538 26680 17863 42687
2018 14:00:00 15154 25082 15788 36608
2018 15:00:00 14077 20344 19188 30237
2018 16:00:00 8873 13429 11024 21660
2018 17:00:00 3735 5771 5160 10245
2018 18:00:00 963 1413 1768 2936
2018 19:00:00 486 284 1387 1690
2018 20:00:00 270 114 965 1008
2018 21:00:00 66 55 762 537
2018 22:00:00 45 34 438 302
2018 23:00:00 6 4 213 99
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Globe Lane

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Total Week Days Weekend
12am - 1am 10 10 10 10 10 30 30 110 12am - 1am 50 60
1am - 2am 10 0 0 0 0 20 20 50 1am - 2am 10 40
2am - 3am 10 10 10 10 10 10 30 90 2am - 3am 50 40
3am - 4am 0 0 0 0 10 10 20 40 3am - 4am 10 30
4am - 5am 0 0 0 0 0 10 20 30 4am - 5am 0 30
5am - 6am 70 90 80 60 70 70 30 470 5am - 6am 370 100
6am - 7am 240 300 260 270 280 200 50 1600 6am - 7am 1350 250
7am - 8am 720 800 850 830 910 520 110 4740 7am - 8am 4110 630
8am - 9am 3130 3250 3320 3280 3480 2220 380 19060 8am - 9am 16460 2600

9am - 10am 4030 4630 4280 4450 5150 5330 860 28730 9am - 10am 22540 6190
10am - 11am 6880 7810 7090 7320 8490 8820 2990 49400 10am - 11am 37590 11810
11am - 12pm 8350 8980 8710 8920 10,050 11,730 5670 62410 11am - 12pm 45010 17400
12pm - 1pm 12,940 13,800 13,790 13,520 14,120 13,550 7770 89490 12pm - 1pm 68170 21320
1pm - 2pm 10,110 10,700 10,630 10,670 11,780 14,790 8490 77170 1pm - 2pm 53890 23280
2pm - 3pm 8460 9160 9110 9200 10,340 14,460 8100 68830 2pm - 3pm 46270 22560
3pm - 4pm 8480 8850 8800 9130 9810 12,290 6160 63520 3pm - 4pm 45070 18450
4pm - 5pm 5730 6260 6020 6810 7110 8660 2630 43220 4pm - 5pm 31930 11290
5pm - 6pm 2730 3160 3170 3900 3620 4170 930 21680 5pm - 6pm 16580 5100
6pm - 7pm 780 1000 870 1700 1140 1270 590 7350 6pm - 7pm 5490 1860
7pm - 8pm 420 530 510 1190 720 870 360 4600 7pm - 8pm 3370 1230
8pm - 9pm 280 320 340 770 450 580 280 3020 8pm - 9pm 2160 860

9pm - 10pm 160 230 170 220 380 390 130 1680 9pm - 10pm 1160 520
10pm - 11pm 70 110 100 100 190 230 70 870 10pm - 11pm 570 300
11pm - 12pm 20 30 20 50 60 70 30 280 11pm - 12pm 180 100
Daily average 73630 80030 78140 82410 88180 100300 45750 548440  
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Grapes Lane

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Total Week Days Weekend
12am - 1am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12am - 1am 0 0
1am - 2am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1am - 2am 0 0
2am - 3am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2am - 3am 0 0
3am - 4am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3am - 4am 0 0
4am - 5am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4am - 5am 0 0
5am - 6am 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10 5am - 6am 0 10
6am - 7am 30 40 50 40 40 20 10 230 6am - 7am 200 30
7am - 8am 430 490 500 510 540 330 30 2830 7am - 8am 2470 360
8am - 9am 1800 2080 1980 2050 2070 1550 130 11660 8am - 9am 9980 1680

9am - 10am 3400 3930 3700 3920 4360 4630 760 24700 9am - 10am 19310 5390
10am - 11am 5580 6480 6070 6160 7030 8530 2940 42790 10am - 11am 31320 11470
11am - 12pm 7280 8030 7760 7910 8910 11,930 5490 57310 11am - 12pm 39890 17420
12pm - 1pm 9400 10,110 9940 10,030 10,830 13,670 7250 71230 12pm - 1pm 50310 20920
1pm - 2pm 8880 9520 9450 9420 10,370 15,110 8190 70940 1pm - 2pm 47640 23300
2pm - 3pm 7720 8240 8450 8420 9500 15,020 7900 65250 2pm - 3pm 42330 22920
3pm - 4pm 6750 7110 7130 7360 8150 12,490 5940 54930 3pm - 4pm 36500 18430
4pm - 5pm 4720 4970 5180 5620 6020 8310 2750 37570 4pm - 5pm 26510 11060
5pm - 6pm 2250 2490 2640 3170 2940 3730 1110 18330 5pm - 6pm 13490 4840
6pm - 7pm 630 760 760 1590 960 1290 300 6290 6pm - 7pm 4700 1590
7pm - 8pm 210 270 280 990 390 380 130 2650 7pm - 8pm 2140 510
8pm - 9pm 110 130 110 510 180 190 100 1330 8pm - 9pm 1040 290

9pm - 10pm 30 80 30 80 40 70 10 340 9pm - 10pm 260 80
10pm - 11pm 0 30 0 0 10 10 0 50 10pm - 11pm 40 10
11pm - 12pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11pm - 12pm 0 0
Daily average 59,220 64,760 64,030 67,780 72,340 97,260 43,050 468440  
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IN THE MATTER OF THE WILDLIFE AND COUNTRYSIDE ACT 1981 SECTION 53

AND IN THE MATTER OF THE LANES, CARLISLE

WRITTEN RESPONSE OF CARLISLE CITY COUNCIL TO
THE LETTER OF CUMBRIA COUNTY COUNCIL DATED 2

FEBRUARY 2018

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 These are the written representations of Carlisle City Council (“the City Council”) in response
to the letter of Cumbria County Council (“the County Council”) dated 2 February 2018.

1.2 The City Council’s interest in this matter is twofold.  In the first instance it is the Local
Planning Authority for the area in which the Lanes Shopping Centre, Carlisle (“the Lanes”) is
located.  In the second, it is the freehold owner and head lessor of the Lanes.

1.3 In order to assist the County Council in its investigation, consideration and in reaching a
conclusion, I am authorised by the City Council to provide relevant information on the
application to be taken into account as and when the full report into the application is
submitted to the appropriate Committee of the County Council for its determination.  The
City Council is not in a position to comment upon whether the correct procedures,
particularly for notification of occupiers, have been followed.  I note, however, that the Lanes
is occupied not only by the shopping centre operator and the various retailers, but by
numerous residential occupiers of the upstairs flats.

2. PRELIMINARY

2.1  An application has been made to the County Council pursuant to the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981, section 53(3)(c)(i), for a Definitive Map Modification Order to add
public footpaths at the Lanes.

2.2 The application as submitted is made on the ground that there has been a discovery by the
County Council “….. of evidence which (when considered with all other relevant evidence
available to them) shows that a right of way which is not shown in the map and statement
subsists or is reasonably alleged to subsist over land in the area to which the map relates,
being a right of way such that the land over which the right subsists is a public path .”

2.3 The County Council’s letter of 2 February 2018 advises that, in deciding whether a right of
way subsists, it is necessary for the evidence to establish that, on a balance of probabilities,
the right of way subsists.  In deciding whether it is reasonable to allege that a right of way
subsists, it is merely necessary for it to be shown that a reasonable person, having
considered all the relevant available evidence, could reasonably allege that a right of way
subsists.  Therefore, the evidence necessary to establish that a right of way does in fact
subsist is greater than that which is necessary to establish that a right of way is reasonably
alleged to subsist.
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2.4 It was held in R v Secretary of State for the Environment ex p Bagshaw and Norton [1994]
68 P & CR 402 that the statutory test comprises two separate questions, one of which must
be answered in the affirmative before an Order is made.  The two questions are (1) whether
a right of way subsists or (2) whether a right of way is reasonably alleged to subsist.

2.5 Under section 31 of Highways Act 1980, dedication of a route as a public highway is
presumed after public use, as of right and without interruption, for twenty years, unless
there is sufficient evidence that there was no intention during that period to dedicate it. The
twenty year period runs retrospectively from the date of bringing into question.  It is
suggested that the twenty year period in this case should count back from the date of the
application, namely August 2017.  The applicant therefore needs to demonstrate that the
routes which are the subject of this application have been used by the public, as of right
and without interruption, since August 1997

2.6 Use ‘as of right’ must be without force, secrecy or permission (‘nec vi, nec clam, nec
precario’).  If there is express permission to use a route then the use is not ‘as of right’.

2.7 Even if user is established as of right and without interruption such that the presumption of
dedication arises, section 31 provides for methods which show that during the period over
which the presumption has arisen there was in fact no intention on the landowner’s part to
dedicate the land as a public highway. This would defeat a claim under the statute and is
often referred to as ‘the proviso’.  For a landowner to benefit from the proviso to section
31(1) there must be ‘sufficient evidence’ that there was no intention to dedicate.

3. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

3.1 The routes which are the subject of this application form part of the Lanes shopping centre,
which is located in the centre of Carlisle.

3.2 This area of Carlisle formerly comprised a number of lanes running north/ south between
Scotch Street and Lowther Street and east/ west between East Tower Street and Bank
Street.  Records suggest that William II divided land in the city among local landowners.
Later, the properties were subdivided into long, narrow tenements.  Some of the lanes
dated back to the 11 th and 12th centuries.  Others were in existence in the 14 th century.

3.3 The area had fallen into disrepair and was earmarked for redevelopment in 1973.  The
existing buildings were demolished in 1981 and the Lanes Shopping Centre was officially
opened on 19th November 1984.  Plans were later made to expand the shopping centre,
and the new Peascod Lane extension officially opened on 26 th October 2000.

3.4 I have reviewed the City Council committee minutes from the time and annex hereto at
“MDL1” the following extract minutes:

i. Meeting of City Council 30.1.79 Authorising the affixing of the Common Seal
to the City of Carlisle (Old Grapes Lane,
Scotch Street, English Street) (Temporary
Prohibition of Through Traffic) Order 1978

ii. Meeting of Finance Sub-
Committee

12.6.79 Authorising an application to stop up all
highways within the redevelopment area

iii. Meeting of Finance Sub-
Committee

4.9.79 Resolving to submit a planning application for
the redevelopment, and to request that the
Highway Authority approve the stopping up of
a number of highways and lanes including
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Globe Lane, Grapes Lane and Old Grapes
Lane

iv. Meeting of Finance Sub-
Committee

16.10.79 Noting that a meeting had been arrange with
the County Council to seek agreement on the
closure of the highways

v. Meeting of Finance Sub-
Committee

27.11.79 Agreeing to give an undertaking that, in return
for the County Council not objecting to the
closure of the lanes within the redevelopment
area, while the proposed two new lanes would
remain private rights of way, the maximum
public usage would be permitted consistent
with management and security requirements

vi. Meeting of Finance Sub-
Committee

10.1.80 Noting the progress of consultations with the
Department of the Environment regarding the
closure of lanes within the redevelopment
area

vii. Meeting of Finance Sub-
Committee

29.4.80 Noting that objections had been received at
the Public Inquiry into the closure of highways
within the redevelopment area and that
everything possible would be done to assist
traders requiring access to their premises

viii. Meeting of City Council 20.1.81 Agreeing that delegated powers be granted to
the Finance Sub-Committee to initiate such
action as may be necessary to progress the
proposed redevelopment including … road
closures

ix. Meeting of City Centre
Redevelopment
Committee

12.11.81 Receiving a report into security in the Lanes
and resolving that the issue of whether or not
the Lanes should remain open throughout a
24 hour period should be referred to the
Policy and Finance Committee to canvass a
wider view of Council opinion

x. Meeting of Policy and
Finance Committee

6.12.81 Referring the issue of whether or not the
Lanes should be kept open on a 24 hour
basis to the City Council

xi. Meeting of City Council 18.12.81 Resolving that the Lanes should remain open
on a 24 hour basis and that security be left in
the hands of the police

4. REPRESENTATIONS AS LANDOWNER AND HEAD LESSOR

4.1 The City Council is the freehold owner of the shopping centre, which is the subject of a
Head Lease dated 19 January 2001 made between the City Council (1) and CGNU Life
Assurance Limited (2) (“the Lease”).

4.2 Clause 11.9.2 of the Lease obliges the Tenant to keep the Open Areas (which are defined
in the Lease and shown coloured blue on the attached plan and include the routes in
question here (“the Walkways”)) appropriately lit and open to the public for 24 hours on
every day of the term granted by the Lease (subject to any temporary closures for
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maintenance).  It is open to the City Council as head lessor to agree with the Tenant a
variation to this obligation by granting landlord’s consent.

4.3 A copy of the Lease is annexed hereto marked “ MDL2”.

4.4 The Lanes was also, until August 2017, the subject of an Agreement dated 16 th August
2002 made between the City Council (1), the Tenant (2) and the County Council (3) (“the
Walkways Agreement”).  Under this Agreement, the Tenant then dedicated the Walkways
under section 35 Highways Act 1980 for a period of 15 years.  This agreement was
determinable on seven days’ notice.

4.5 Further, walkways byelaws were made on 16 th September 1988 (“the Byelaws”).  These
refer to a 1985 walkways agreement, made on 28 th June 1985 (“the 1985 Agreement”).

4.6 The Walkways Agreement permitted the Tenant to restrict access to the Walkways in the
interests of good estate management or security, however this right was subject to the
terms of the Lease.  The Byelaws included similar terms.

4.7 A copy of the Walkways Agreement, the 1985 Agreement and the Byelaws are annexed
hereto marked “MDL3”.

4.8 I believe that the two walkways agreements and the Byelaws were put in place to satisfy the
City Council’s undertaking referred to at clause 3.4 (v) above, thereby ensuring that the
public were able to use a private right of way so far as consistent with management and
security requirements.

4.9 The dedication in the Walkways Agreement expired on 16 August 2017.  Since then the
security shutters have been regularly closed in the evenings (albeit that no planning
permission had been granted, see section 5 below).  Information has been provided to the
City Council that the security shutters may have been regularly closed while the dedication
was extant.  In particular the City Council understands that:

i. The Lanes was closed for refurbishment and redecoration between the hours of 6pm
and 8am from 26th January to 31st March 2004;

ii. The Lanes is closed on the night of each annual City fire show;
iii. The Lanes is closed for approximately 23 nights each year for installation and

removal of Christmas decorations.
iv. Shutters were installed at Grapes Lane East and West and New Lane North in

September/ October 2013 to protect investment in the area and to deter the anti-
social behaviour which was taking place in the area during the evening.

v. Shutters were then installed on Globe Lane in late October/ early November 2016
and have been used on approximately twenty occasions since.

4.9 Full detail, however, of the interruptions to the User will need to be provided by the Tenant.

4.10 In principle, the City Council would be willing to open negotiations with the Tenant and the
County Council to enter into a further walkways agreement to permit public access along
the routes.

5. REPRESENTATIONS AS LOCAL PLANNING AUTHORITY

5.1 At its meeting on 11 August 2017 members of the City Council’s Development Control
Committee considered an application for retrospective planning permission to install security
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shutters to enclose both ends of Globe Lane and Grapes Lane, with a view to closing the
same at night for security purposes.

5.2 The County Council was consulted on the application, and advised that the proposals would
have no impact on the public footpath network, given that neither Globe Lane nor Grapes
Lane was a public footpath, with the exception of a short section to the first part of Globe
Lane from Scotch Street, which the County Council confirmed it had no objection to
extinguishing.

5.3 A plan which indicates those public rights of way which were extant at the time of
considering the application is annexed hereto and marked “ MDL4”.

5.4 The application was refused by the City Council’s Development Control Committee.

5.5 A copy of the minutes of Development Control Committee meeting on 11 th August 2017 is
annexed hereto marked “MDL5”.

5.6 The applicant appealed to the Planning Inspectorate and, on 5 th February 2018, permission
was granted for:-

“Installation of security shutters across either end of Globe Lane and Grapes Lane at The
Lanes Shopping Centre, Carlisle CA3 8NX in accordance with the terms of the application,
Ref 16/1021, dated 22 November 2016 and the plans numbered 13059-59B, 13059-60B,
13059-61A, 13059-62A, 13059-63, subject to the following condition:

1) Development insofar as it relates to shutters 1 and 3a and their associated infrastructure
as shown on drawing nos. 13059-59B and 13059-60B together with the additional lighting
and CCTV coverage for Shutter 3 highlighted in the Supporting Statement received 27th
April 2017 shall commence within 3 months from the date of this decision and shall be
implemented in full before Grapes Lane can be closed to the public between the hours of
1900 and 0700”

5.7 The Inspector’s decision is annexed hereto marked “ MDL6”.

……………………………………………..

MARK LAMBERT
CORPORATE DIRECTOR OF GOVERNANCE AND REGULATORY SERVICES
ON BEHALF OF CARLISLE CITY COUNCIL

……………………………………………..
DATED
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	1. BACKGROUND�
	1.1 We are the tenant of The Lanes Shopping Centre, Carlisle (the “Shopping Centre”), with the freehold being owned by Carlisle City Council (the “City Council”).�
	1.2 An application was made on 23 August 2017 to Cumbria County Council (the “County Council”) for an Order to modify the Definitive Map of public rights of way by adding two sections of public footpath; namely Globe Lane and Grapes Lane in the Shoppi...�
	1.3 The County Council states that in order to negate a claim a landowner or objector needs to provide evidence that public rights have not been dedicated over the land.�
	1.4 The County Council has provided a table identifying high level evidence of alleged usage of the proposed public footpaths. The County Council has confirmed that the 11 entries are from 11 individuals and that the columns are the responses to suppo...�

	2. factors in establishing a public right of way�
	2.1 A public footpath is a form of highway. The common law definition of a highway is a common route along which people can pass and re-pass as frequently as they wish, without hindrance and without charge. To be presumed at common law, the use must b...�
	2.1.1 It has been actually enjoyed by the public as of right, and without interruption, for 20 years.�
	2.1.2 It is not of such a character that public use cannot give rise to a common law presumption of dedication.�

	2.2 This presumption applies unless there is sufficient evidence that there was no intention during the 20 year period to dedicate it. The 20 year period is counted backwards from the date that the use of the land is questioned (which in this case wou...�
	2.3 The common law presumption can be rebutted by demonstrating that the landowner had no intention of dedicating the land to the public�
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	3. use of the lanes as of right�
	3.1 Use "as of right" means use without force, secrecy or permission (see case R v Oxfordshire County Council, ex parte Sunningwell [1999] UKHL 28). All three criteria must be met for the use to be “as of right” There is nothing to suggest that any pa...�
	3.2 These Walkway Agreements were in place from at least 2002 until 16 August 2017 [with a new agreement currently being negotiated with Carlisle City Council]. [DN Client: Please provide a statement regarding the current status of a potential new agr...�
	3.3 Alongside our lease of the Shopping Centre, the Walkways Agreements we have entered into make it clear that The Lanes are in fact open to the public subject to the terms on which those agreements were granted. The agreements were capable of being ...�
	3.4 In addition, the agreements expressly provided for the ability for the walkways to be closed from time to time for the purposes of maintenance, repair or otherwise in connection with works carried out at the Shopping Centre; in order to prevent pu...�
	3.5 A walkway is a type of path which passes through a building and is created by agreement with the landowner, most commonly used in shopping centres because the parties require the walkways to be able to be closed at night. There is therefore no arg...�
	3.6 Unlike a footpath, over which the public right of way on foot is unrestricted, a walkway is by its very nature limited or conditional. The fact that the agreements also grant a right to close the Shopping Centre to prevent rights of way from being...�

	4. use of the lanes without interruption�
	4.1 Any interrupted use would therefore have to be established since the Shopping Centre was constructed and extended. For the purposes of section 31 of the Highways Act 1980, interruption of the public's enjoyment of the way occurs where there is int...�
	4.2 Between 1700 and 1850, the site of the Shopping Centre comprised a housing complex. The current route of Grapes Lane closely follows the site of the old Grapes Lane. The Shopping Centre opened in November 1984 and was extended in 2000.�
	4.3 The photographs appended at Annexure 1 identify old lanes that open onto English Street or Scotch Street but do not cross to Lowther Street as they were blocked during the development of the Shopping Centre in the early 1980s. As part of both the ...�
	4.4 Any use without interruption must therefore be shown since those stoppings up to be effective evidence as to re-dedication as highway.�
	4.5 Since the Shopping Centre became operational, we have closed it and The Lanes for various purposes, particularly overnight and in line with the terms of the Walkways Agreements. For example:�
	4.6 Redecoration and refurbishment of The Lanes: January to March 2004�
	4.6.1 The Shopping Centre was closed overnight during a programme of redecoration and refurbishment of Centre Square back in 2004. This was documented in the minutes of a specific redecoration meeting held at the Shopping Centre on 7 January 2004. A c...�
	4.6.2 The minutes indicated that the closure would be effective from 26 January to 31 March 2004. Copies of the notices used to redirect the public to other entrances while the works were being carried out are appended at Annexure 3 and CCTV images sh...�
	4.6.3 A press release was also issued, which stated that the work would commence on 26 January 2004 (with scaffolding to be erected from 15 January 2004) and complete by the end of March 2004. It stated that during this time the malls would be closed ...�

	4.7 Closure for the annual fire show�
	4.7.1 As far as David Jackson, the Commercial Director of Carlisle Shopping Centre Limited, is aware the Shopping Centre has been closed overnight on the evening of each annual fire show for the past 8 to 10 years to prevent attendees from walking the...�

	4.8 Installation and removal of Christmas decorations�
	4.8.1 Each year the Shopping Centre is closed to allow for the safe installation and removal of Christmas decoration schemes. The installation is normally carried out over two evenings in either late October or early November. The removal is carried o...�
	4.8.2 We do not have photographic evidence in this respect but this practice has been carried out for a number of years; at least 6 years as far as David Jackson is aware. This action was taken to bolster health and safety following risk assessments.�

	4.9 Grapes Lane/Centre Square�
	4.9.1 Following the purchase of the Shopping Centre by F&C Reit in December 2012, a redesign of Centre Square took place during September/October 2013. This included the installation of shutters at Grapes Lane East and West and New Lane North for two ...�
	(a) to protect the new investment in the area; and�
	(b) to stop the anti-social behaviour that was taking place in the evenings in this area once the retail stores had closed.�

	4.9.2 The Shopping Centre did not receive any complaints in relation to this closure of Grapes Lane nor has it received any to date. Furthermore the City Council has been notified of out of hours closure of The Lanes due to instances of anti-social be...�

	4.10 All mall areas�
	4.10.1 The Shopping Centre operates an evening cleaning regime on Monday to Friday every week between the hours of 7.00pm to 11.00pm. During this time, routine tasks are complete. However, periodically (every 2 to 3 months) the malls are pressure wash...�
	4.10.2 Prior to this, The Lanes’ cleaning regime was to pressure wash a section of mall every evening Monday to Friday from approximately 8.00pm to 4.00am. David Jackson believes that this regime probably dates back to when the centre opened in 1985. ...�

	4.11 Globe Lane�
	4.11.1 Shutters were installed on Globe Lane in late October/early November 2016 and have since been used on approximately 20 occasions for various health and safety reasons including:�
	(a) Christmas decorations install/take down, as a response to anti-social behaviour/staff protection;�
	(b) roof inspections in connection with the incident in October 2016. The roof is now a fragile roof and anyone going on or near the roof area can only do so when the mall area below is completely clear of people including staff or the general public.�


	4.12 As is evidenced by these closures, there has been a clear pattern of management of the walkways in accordance with the use and operation of the Shopping Centre. These closures have been obvious and frequent, so are also effective to communicate t...�
	4.13 Furthermore, as a result of the Walkways Agreements being in place, The Lanes are also such that even if continual public use was established, it could not give rise to a common law presumption of dedication in any event.�
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